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要旨: 赤道ジェット電流（equatorial electrojet: EEJ）は，昼側磁気赤道直下におけ
る電離層電気伝導度の局所的増強に起因する電流系である．我々は，波長 10.7 cm
の太陽電波強度（F10.7）を太陽活動度の指標として用いて，EEJ強度の太陽活動
度依存性を調査した．本研究で我々は，MAGDAS/CPMN 観測網のデータを用い
て新しく構築された EEJ指数の一つの成分である EUEL指数のうち，2011 年の東
南アジア地域のデータから算出された EUEL 指数を解析に用いた．磁気赤道から
±3°の狭い緯度帯に集中して流れる EEJ 帯の内側と外側にそれぞれ位置する 2 観
測点で得られた EUEL 指数の差から EEJ 強度を算出し（2 観測点法），F10.7 強度
と EEJ強度に関してパワースペクトル解析と相関解析を行った．その結果，F10.7
変動と正相で同期した約 24 日と 28 日周期を持つ EEJ 強度の変動成分の存在を見
いだした．一方で EEJ強度の日変化は，解析を行った期間，F10.7 の日変化と，低
い相関を示していたことが明らかとなった．
Abstract: The equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is a current system caused by the enhanced
ionospheric conductivity near the dayside magnetic dip equator. We examined the
dependence of the EEJ on solar activity, represented by the 10.7 cm solar radio flux
(F10.7). For this analysis, we used a new equatorial electrojet index, EUEL, provided by
the MAGDAS/CPMN network in the Southeast Asia sector for the year 2011. Using a twostation method, the EEJ strength was calculated as the difference between the EUEL index
of the dip equator station and the EUEL index of the off-dip equator station located outside
the narrow channel (±3°in latitudinal range) of the EEJ band. The relationship between
the EEJ component and the F10.7 index was then examined using power spectrum and
correlation analyses. We found approximate 24-day and 28-day periodicities in the EEJ
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component, which are in phase with F10.7 variations. On the other hand, the daily values
of EEJ showed low correlation with the daily F10.7 variations during the study period.

1.

Introduction

The abnormally large amplitude of the horizontal geomagnetic field component
measured at the magnetic equator is caused by the intense current ﬂowing in the equatorial
ionosphere. In the dayside equatorial ionosphere, the combination of the eastward electric
ﬁeld, Ey, generated by the global dynamo with the northward magnetic ﬁeld, B, results in an
eastward Pedersen current and downward Hall current. Here, the Hall current is less than
25% of the Pedersen current density. This Hall current leads to an accumulation of charges
at the edges of dynamo layer, which results in the formation of an upward polarized electric
ﬁeld, EH. The magnitude of EH is about 20 times that of Ey. This ﬁeld continues to increase
in strength until its own Pedersen current compensates the downward Hall current. The ﬁeld
also produces its own Hall current that flows in the eastward direction. The primary
Pedersen current,
jp＝σ１ Ey,
is in response to the peak Pedersen conductivity at about 130 km altitude, whereas the
secondary Hall current,
jH＝σ2 B×EH /B,
is in response to the peak Hall conductivity near 110 km altitude (Onwumechili,
1997; Prölss, 2004). This is consistent with rocket observations which showed that the
lower current layer peaks at an altitude of 107±2 km and the upper current layer peaks at
136±8 km (Onwumechili, 1992 a). The intense lower current layer, ﬂowing eastward near
the equator, is deﬁned as the equatorial electrojet (EEJ), whereas the weak upper current
layer is suggested to be part of the global Sq current that is driven by the global wind
dynamo, which is eastward on the equatorial side of the Sq focus and westward on its polar
side (Onwumechili, 1992 b). Because the lower layer current consists of mainly the
secondary Hall current and the upper layer current consists of mainly the primary Pedersen
current, the EEJ practically corresponds to jH while Sq at the equator corresponds to jp. Both
currents overlap at the magnetic equator to give
jT＝ jp+ jH＝(σ22 /σ1+σ1) Ey＝σ3 Ey
where σ3 is known as Cowling conductivity (Hirono, 1950, 1952). Detailed studies of these
currents have been reported by Forbes (1981) and Stening (1995). The ground
magnetometer observations at the equator are directly influenced by jT. There are two
schools of thought regarding the deﬁnition of EEJ: one deﬁnes the EEJ as the enhanced part
( jH) of the current at the equator in comparison to low latitudes, and the other deﬁnes the
EEJ as the total current jT that includes the Sq contribution. On the basis of the physics of
the equatorial current formation described above, we adopt the ﬁrst deﬁnition here. As an
independent current system, the EEJ has its own return current that differs from those of the
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global Sq system. Beyond the ﬂanks of the dip equator at about 3°, a downward electric
field, E L , dominates and consequently the EEJ current, σ2 E L , reverses and flows
westward; this is the return current of the EEJ (Onwumechili, 1992 b). The EEJ return
current is weak and covers a much greater latitudinal range than the forward current. In all
ground-based and satellite profiles, the EEJ current is fully returned below the 30° dip
latitude, on the equatorial side of the Sq focus. Therefore, the observed ground magnetic
ﬁeld at low latitude is not only a result to the Sq current, but is due to both the Sq current
and the EEJ return current. However, the EEJ return current is much less intense than the
global Sq current and therefore the effect of this current on magnetic measurement in low
latitude regions is small compared to the Sq current.
Both the Sq and EEJ current intensities can vary on different time scales. Some
previous studies have brieﬂy discussed the relation of Sq and EEJ currents to solar activity.
Briggs (1984) proposed a clear 27-day periodicity for the Sq ﬁelds, which was in phase with
the variations in solar 10.7 cm (a frequency of 2.8 GHz) radio ﬂux, abbreviated F10.7. This
index is a general indicator of solar activity and has often been used as a proxy for solar
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation (Huang et al., 2009). The inﬂuences of solar activity on
the EEJ intensity and density were discussed by Rastogi et al. (1994) and Onwumechili
(1997), respectively. Uozumi et al. (2008) detected the same dominant peak in both the
power spectrum of F10.7 and of the H component at a station near the dip equator using a
new EE-index. Recently, using the second deﬁnition of EEJ (Sq contribution is included),
Yamazaki et al. (2010) demonstrated that EEJ intensity correlated to F10.7 variations with a
sensitivity of 77±12. They deﬁned the EEJ sensitivity to F10.7 as (b/a)×104 using leastsquare regression in the form of
EEJ = a + b×F10.7.
The present study uses a new EUEL index derived from the Magnetic Data Acquisition
System (MAGDAS) in the Circum-pan Paciﬁc Magnetometer Network (CPMN) (Yumoto
and the CPMN Group, 2001). The aim of this study is to clarify the dependence of EEJ
components on the solar activity represented by the F10.7 index extracted from the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center＇s OMNI data set through OMNI Web (http://omniweb.gsfc.
nasa.gov/). Most former studies of the relation between the EEJ and solar F10.7 ﬂux have
limited their analyses to quiet day periods. In this study, we used a new approach and
analyzed long and continuous data rather than data for selected quiet days. In the following
section, we describe the EUEL index used in this study and the data processing methods.
We then present the results of our spectrum and correlation analyses followed by the
implications of ﬁndings with reference to previous publications.

2.

Data and analysis

Close to the dip equator, the EEJ and the global Sq current interact and overlap. In
order to isolate the EEJ component, we subtract the possible contributions of the global Sq
current to the magnetometer measurements using a two-station method, assuming that the
Sq component at the station located a few degrees away from equator is the same as the Sq
component that overlaps with the EEJ at the magnetic equator station. Table 1 provides
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Table 1.

Geographic and Geomagnetic Coordinate of observatories stations used in this study.

details of the Southeast Asia sector stations that were used in this study. The pair consists of
Davao (DAV) Station which is located at the EEJ footprint (dip equator) and Muntinlupa
(MUT) Station which is located outside the EEJ band (off-dip equator). Both stations have
similar geomagnetic longitudes. Analysis is performed using data for 2011, a year in which
the solar cycle was in an inclining phase.
The traditional method of calculating the EEJ strength involves obtaining the EEJ from
the horizontal intensity on quiet days as ΔHdip equator－ΔHoff-dip equator, where ΔH is the variation
in H from the mean midnight level for that observatory (Yacob, 1977; Manoj et al., 2006).
For this study, we use a new electrojet index named the EUEL index. To construct the EUEL
index, the median value of the geomagnetic northward, H, component data was first
subtracted from the original magnetic data to obtain ERS for each available equatorial
station, S. The relative magnetic variation of ERS corresponding to ΔH as the median value
can be used to estimate the non-disturbed nighttime ambient level. Next, the mean value of
ERS observed at the nightside (LT＝18–06) MAGDAS/CPMN stations along the magnetic
equatorial region, deﬁned as EDst, is subtracted from the ERS data of each equatorial station
to compute the EUEL index. The EDst (equatorial disturbance in storm time) index has
been found to show variations similar to the Dst index. The EDst index represents the global
magnetic variation, including disturbances in the equatorial region (particularly from sudden
storm commencement [SSC] or Chapman-Ferraro and ring current) and part of disturbances
of magnetospheric origin such as substorms and the DP2 effect. For the off-dip equator
station, we consider the latitudinal disturbance variation by subtracting EDst*cos (φ), where
φ is the geomagnetic latitude of the station. Thus, the disturbance effects of SSC and ring
currents and some disturbances of magnetosphere origin are removed from the EUEL index,
allowing us to analyze the continuous data set. For details of the creation of these indices,
see Uozumi et al. (2008).
The magnetic EEJ component was determined as follows. For each station, the hourly
magnetic EEJ component is calculated as
ΔEUEL＝EUELdip equator－EUELoff-dip equator.
Occasionally, the normal EEJ current reverses in the westward direction, a phenomenon
called the counter electrojet (CEJ). The CEJ is observed as a depression in the horizontal
intensity measured in the equatorial regions. It occurs mainly a few hours after dawn and a
few hours before dusk but is rarely observed around local noon. Rastogi and Iyer (1976)
showed that the EEJ strength reached its maximum around 1100 LT during solar minima
and around 1200 LT during solar maxima. Thus, by using data around noontime, we limit
our analysis to the period in which the EEJ current is strongest and can ignore the morning
and evening effects. The daily EEJ in this study is obtained by taking the maximum ΔEUEL
value between 1000 and 1400 LT, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Data processing of EEJ component. Hourly EEJ is obtained by (a) hourly
EUEL from DAV subtract (b) hourly EUEL from MUT. (c) Daily EEJ (circle
marker) is given by the maximum hourly EEJ during noontime.

Fig. 2.

Daily F10.7 and daily EEJ during a year of 2011.

3.

Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the obtained daily EEJ component together with the daily F10.7 used in
the analysis. In this figure, the EEJ plot was graphically shifted upward. The F10.7 flux
values during the year 2011 are mostly in the range of 80–150 sfu (1 sfu＝10－22 Wm－2 Hz－1)
unlike during high solar activity years which commonly have values between 150 and
200 sfu. The F10.7 values began to increase by the end of the year with a possible
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Fig. 3.

Power spectrum of (a) F10.7 and (b) EEJ component obtained from DAV-MUT Station pair
during a year of 2011.

periodicity of 27-day solar rotation. This clearly demonstrates that during the study period
the solar cycle was in the inclining phase. From these superimposed plots, we can also see
that both the F10.7 and EEJ data follow a similar trend.
Figure 3 shows the power spectrums of daily F10.7 and daily EEJ obtained from the
DAV-MUT Station pair. Several dominant peaks appear in both spectrums. Two dominant
20-day and 28-day peaks appear in the F10.7 power spectrum. The EEJ shows a predominant peak at 14.5 days, which is similar to the 14-day periodicity of lunar origin
(Forbes, 1981). Other dominant peaks appear around 24 and 28 days in the EEJ spectrum
and may correspond to the peaks that appear in the F10.7 spectrum.
To confirm this relation, we conducted a cross spectrum analysis between daily
F10.7 and daily EEJ. Cross spectrum analysis indicates the relationship between two time
series at a certain frequency or period. Two aspects of such analysis are the coherence
spectrum and phase spectrum. The coherence spectrum provides a measure of the stochastic
coupling of the two signals within a certain frequency band, with values ranging from 0
(uncorrelated) to 1 (perfectly correlated). This function can show the frequencies at which
two sets of time-series data are coherent or incoherent. The phase spectrum measures the
phase shift between the data sets at each frequency. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Similar to
power spectrums, peaks appear at approximately 24 and 28 days in the cross spectrum
between F10.7 and EEJ. At these peaks, the coherence reaches values of 0.9858 and 0.9993,
respectively, with a phase difference of nearly zero.
We then quantified this relationship by using correlation analysis. In contrast to the
coherence function, the correlation coefficient describes both the direction (positive or
negative) and degree (strength) of relationship between two signals over a certain time with
values varying from －1 to 1. We present the results of both auto-correlation and cross-
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(a) Cross spectrum, (b) coherence and (c) phase angle between daily F10.7 and daily EEJ.

correlation analyses in Fig. 5. The temporal day-to-day variations of both auto-correlations
of F10.7 (Fig. 5 a) and EEJ DAV (Fig. 5 b) have a similar pattern. The peak at 20 days at
both sides of time lag is present in the F10.7 auto-correlation but not in the EEJ autocorrelation. These peaks correspond to the 20-day peak in the power spectrum of F10.7 that
can be seen in Fig. 3. The cross-correlation between F10.7 and the EEJ is displayed in Fig.
5 c. The correlation coefﬁcient between F10.7 and the EEJ at zero lag was found to be 0.45,
which indicates that EEJ current does not fully correlate with the solar ﬂux data, suggesting
that the EEJ strength is inﬂuenced by other factors. A closer examination of the EEJ autocorrelation shows 5-day to 7-day peaks, which may indicate variations driven by the lower
atmosphere. Because the EDst index contains only partial information on magnetosphere
origin disturbance, its subtraction from the EUEL index may not fully eliminate the effects
of magnetosphere origin disturbance. This may be one of the factors that inﬂuences EEJ
strength and consequently affects the correlation value obtained.
Our cross-correlation value was quite low compared to value of 0.53 obtained by
Yamazaki et al. (2010) using the same dip equator station. One reason for this difference
could be the different period used in their study. Yamazaki et al. (2010) used data during
almost one solar cycle (1996–2005), whereas we used data only for 2011. Furthermore, they
used the second deﬁnition of EEJ, which includes the Sq contribution, whereas we excluded
the Sq contribution. Our correlation value between F10.7 and EEJ is slightly higher than the
value of 0.40 obtained by Sripathi (2012) using data from the Indian sector during the year
2008. In addition to using data from a different year, the difference could have resulted from
the fact that the EEJ magnetic signature is weaker over India than in the Southeast Asia
sector (Doumouya et al., 2003).
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Fig. 5.

Auto-correlation functions of the (a) daily F10.7 and (b) daily EEJ and (c) cross-correlation
function between them.

4.

Summary

The solar F10.7 flux and the EEJ current represented by the EUEL index in the
Southeast Asia sector during 2011 were found to have a similar trend. We performed both
spectrum and correlation analyses to study the relationship between these indices. Our result
conﬁrms that F10.7 and the EEJ have higher coherency at periods of 24 and 28 days. This
suggests that the solar ﬂux has a signiﬁcant impact on the EEJ strength at these time scales.
Despite the higher coherence at these periods, both signals showed low correlation, likely
owing to low coherence at other periods. The low correlation coefficient between the
F10.7 and EEJ variations might indicate the inﬂuences of the lower atmosphere on the EEJ
strength as well as magnetospheric disturbances. Because the magnetic signature of the EEJ
strength is known to have a longitudinal dependence that is strongest in South America,
moderate in West Africa, and lowest in Asia, analysis using data from other longitude
sectors may provide a different result. Further research using data from different sectors and
years will be performed in the near future to secure more accurate results.
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